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2017-2018 Annual Progress Report

VOICE Foundation is a child centered 

community development organization that 

strives at empowering Children, and Women 

through quality education. 

The Annual Report provides an overview of the 

work of the Voice Foundation from April 2017 

– March 2018. The report summates the key 

results and achievements coupled with the 

progress made, in all niche programme areas 

and It also captures the pillars of partnerships 

that have supported Voice Foundation in taking 

collective action, strategic thinking and key 

implementation through localised partnerships.

Financial and operational information are also 

provided for this reporting year. 

Child Development Programme is the heart 

of VOICE Foundations’ work has made 

groundbreaking results among children, by 

improving the quality of learning and over all 

education through creative and skill based 

inclusive centers. VOICE Foundation has 

instilled impactful parenting skills among 

communities and Anganwadi workers, using 

child play modules.  Their participation 

as volunteers has led to a movement for 

strengthening early childhood care among 

their community. VOICE Foundation through 

its follow up system marks the progress made 

towards results. 

VOICE Foundation has expertise and 

spearheads processes and methodology for 

bringing quality learning outcomes. Creative 

learning centers in communities and Multi-

Dimensional Learning centers in schools 

were the concepts implemented for engaging 

with children and youth.  Schools teachers 

have opened to and are capable of delivering 

child centric creative content, adopt trending 

teaching methodologies and are redefining 

their self-teaching skills.

Health and Hygiene awareness workshops 

organised from the Sanitation programme by 

VOICE Foundation engaged young boys and 

girls on learning on reproductive health issues 

and importance of self care and over all well 

being.
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Women Empowerment Programme has 

emphasised and enhanced the learning of 

women through innovative approaches and 

methodologies. Women entrepreneurs were 

supported for building their livelihoods with the 

support of Hyundai Motor India Foundation.  The 

digital e-Seva centers offered online access 

to basic entitlements to 16,696 individuals. 

The FREND project implemented through the 

support of Tata Trust and Google Foundation 

focused on improving digital literacy among 

women has had a massive outreach across 4111 

revenue villages of 15 district in Tamil Nadu. 

Some of the spinoffs seen during this reporting 

period is the initiation taken by VOICE 

Foundation on Digital Awareness Campaigns 

among communities to reduce the incidences of 

child marriages in Tamil Nadu and Andhra. This 

step was taken to ensure a safe environment 

for the children to pursue their dreams and to 

create vibrant civil society to take forward the 

fact that children have rights to be educated.

Likewise, Reverse Osmosis Plant was 

established in 5 villages of the Sriperumbudur 

block of Kanchipuram district catering safe 

and potable water to 2500 families covering 

Early impacts   and  triumphs  of VOICE 

Foundation has paved way to capture 

opportunities to scale up its interventions 

through key priority areas, including gender 

inequality. VOICE Foundation is co-creating 

synergistic pathways of civil society 

organisations and associated partners, for the 

children by building stronger knowledgeable 

communities.

15,000 people. This was made possible with the 

support from Hyundai Foundation.
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At VOICE Foundation, the voice of every child 

regardless of gender, caste, colour or    religion 

must be heard. It matters to us, as it sprouts 

in giving limitless opportunities to bring out 

their true potential.  VOICE Foundation believes 

in nuturing their learning abilities at very 

early stages of growth, thereby focusing on 

enhancing improve access to quality life and 

education. On the wake of changing times, the 

future demands a need for an environment that 

builds on peace and harmony for its children 

and the communities

At VOICE Foundation, we choose to create 

pathways that builds many bridges are 

opportunities for vulnerable to share, 

INTRODUCTION

communicate, build, and stay inspired for their 

well being. Hence, VOICE Foundation shall 

continue to work with various initiatives and 

projects driven for social causes centred to 

empowering the socially excluded, including 

children, youth, young boys and women in India.

This year, VOICE Foundation has initiated 

and seen results in the area of women 

entrepreneurship and early child development, 

which has evinced immediate results. More 

than 7 lakh young women, 1512 children and 

their status at the individual, family and 

community are witnessing positive impact of 

change. 
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Common Service 

Centre (CSC) was 

established to 

increase the access 

to community’s basic 

entitlements and 

information.

Community RO 

(Reverse Osmosis) 

plant was installed 

in 5 panchayats of 

Sripeumbudur block 

to have access to safe 

potable drinking water 

Ending Early and Forced 

Child Marriages (EFM) 

campaigns organised 

in Andhra Pradesh and 

Telangana where in 62 

partners and 120000 

people from 10 districts 

of participated.

Internet Saathi was 

initiated to empower 

women, covering 4233 

villages in 15 districts 

of Tamil Nadu. 

Initiated a hygiene 

awareness campaign 

among the underprivileged 

adolescent girls to educate 

girls on the importance 

of personal hygiene 

and distributed sanitary 

napkins.

Anganwadi Teachers

Implemented 

Child Development 

Programme in 5 

Village Panchayats 

covering 10 villages of 

Sriperumpudur Block, 

Kanchipuram district.

CLC Volunteers
1512 

Children

Parenting Volunteers

School Teachers

16,969 
Individuals

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR 

2  
STATES

10  
ANGANWADIS

4  
PROJECTS

9  
SCHOOLS

4111  
VILLAGES

16  
DISTRICTS

15  
Civil Society  

Organisations 
(CSOs)

CAPACITY BUILDING BENEFICIARIES REACHED

24

10
10

30
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Direct implementation allows VOICE Foundation to embrace field challenges and identify gaps, 

for building stronger communities. Ground up, VOICE Foundation connects the dots by engaging 

with local stakeholders (Private/CSOs/ State Governments and Panchayats), as it strengthens their 

participation, builds synergies, allows collective decisions as they  are the drivers of social change. 

Knowledge, Skills, Partnerships attribute to the foundational work, approaches and methodology. 

This year, VOICE Foundation has expanded its partnership, as illustrated below.

VOICE Foundation interacts, engages and liases with the respective state bodies to implement its 

programme areas. Weaving and strengthening relationships has helped to work with government 

units and resources making a greater impact of change in the field. VOICE Foundation believes in 

imparting and impacting through knowledge with all its connections. 

This year, VOICE Foundation has worked in close proximity with government schools, panchayats 

and child development officers that led to the various results and outcomes in the key priority area 

of Child Development. VOICE Foundation had consultations with the Child Development Project 

Officer of Sriperumpudur block and PO (project officer) in Kanchipuram district, which has resulted 

in strengthening of 10 Child Development Programmes in ICDS centers and schools.

Weaving Partnerships 

15 
Grassroot

 Institutions

State 
Government

Private 
Sector

5 
Panchayats

2 
CSRs
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Partnerships with Private Sectors 
Collaborative learning for collective action can be delivered through partnerships. This year we 

have spread our outreach programmes through Corporate Social Responsibilities (CSRs). Tata 

Trust, Google Foundation and Hyundai Foundation from Tamil Nadu, have initiated the Digital 

Literacy Program and Clean Drinking Water using technology as activities in the areas of Women 

Empowerment, Water and Sanitation, respectively. The Hyundai Foundation supported local 

communities in gaining access to drinking water in 5 villages. In association with TATA trust VOICE 

Foundation was also able to address gender disparity and digital divide in accessing information in 

rural areas.

Working with Grassroot Institution
VOICE Foundation in this reporting period has mobilized 15  CSO partners in their network to facilitate 

the implementation of major activities, in Tamil Nadu for their programme areas.
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Key Priority Areas 
VOICE Foundation has been focusing on improving and providing access to information, quality 

education, rights to entitlements, enhancing livelihoods that  after  builds community life. 

The local context, culture aspects, and social barriers are dialogued with the communities, 

panchayats, CSRs, Grassroot  Institutions, keen on building bridges for the communities. As a key 

strategy, our approaches are based on meeting the needs of the community. 

Our work with local communities shows that children remain enmeshed in the existing cultural 

barriers of gender inequality and exclusion that alienates them from their rights to a fulfilling life. 

Many women, even today, are learning to empower themselves despite limited access to resources. 

They are keen in nurturing themselves by participating in awareness programmes, strengthening 

their skills, in key areas of health and nutrition, water and sanitation, use of technology, digital 

literacy, and other aspects to over all well being. Also, access to holistic and enabling environment 

being very limited, women and children are yet to evolve through self care and development. There 

are many schemes which are made available through the government, some of which remains 

untapped, and such gaps have also to be addressed to build a stronger community to women and 

children.

VOICE  Foundation has worked with major priority areas of Child Developent, Women Empowerment, 

Water and Sanitation, using Information Communication and Technology (ICT). The results, changes 

and impacts area captured in the specific sections. 

Child 
Development 

Women 
Empowerment

Water and
 Sanitation
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15

CHILD  
DEVELOPMENT
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a. Early Childhood Care and Development (ECCD)

Children are not things to be molded, but are people to be unfolded.” ...
-Jess Lair

As a child centered organisation, VOICE 

Foundation is committed to work on the 

creative and latent talents of the children for 

enabling agility and holistic development. It is 

imperative for VF to focus on simplifying the 

process of learning into micro stages which 

merges with every child's natural learning 

ability, both mentally and physically in a play 

way method. These stages allow the child to 

grasp, understand the environment and build 

on the knowledge, as it take steps towards 

growth phase. The Early Childhood Care & 

Development (ECCD), is a key intervention, 

aimed at improving quality, safety and healthy 

growth environment opportunities, especially 

for poor children in the age group of 0-6 years. 

The trainings have focused on enhancing the 

capacities of Integrated Child Development 

Schemes (ICDS) on topics such as parenting, 

early brain and child development through 

participatory methods.

Census 2011, states that there are 164.48 million 

children in the age group of 0-6 years. Given the 

significance to this growth phase in children, 

VOICE Foundation has designed an innovative 

program for promoting ECCD, specifically for 

this age group. There are training provided to 

the beneficiaries, covering the following topics:

Hyundai Motors India foundation partner with VOICE 

Foundation organised training program at the Village 

Service Centre, Thandalam. Ms. Santhalakshmi, 

CDPO, Sriperumpudur felicitated the inaugural 

session. There were 10 Angawadi Teachers and 8 

helpers who have been trained in this centre.

i. Preparation and Training of low cost play 
materials

ii. Community Intervention on Early  
Childhood Care and Development

iii. Importance of Child Play and Parenting

vi. Early Brain Development

v. Child Development (0-2 years & 3-6 
years)

CHILD DEVELOPMENT ONE
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ICDS  has designated workers that include both 

teaching and non-teaching staffs who are to 

ensure the 0-6 years of children and parents 

are supportive of early childhood development 

in the implementing regions. 

VOICE Foundation provided trainings on 

ECCD and they gave the ICDS workers hands 

i. Preparation and Training of low cost play materials

on experience of preparing low-cost play 

materials. 

In the Anganvadi centres, 12 helpers and 12 

teachers  were trained on making low-cost 

play material by using seeds, mud, paper, shells 

and other viable.

ECD Program with Integrated Child Development Scheme  

255 12 10 12 3 25510

Children 
benefited

Anganwadi teach-
ers participated in 

trainings

Anganwadi 
covered

Anganwadi help-
ers participated 

in trainings

Training given to 
Anganwadi  teach-

ers and helpers

ECCD committee 
formed
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Project end line evaluation of working in 10 villages and 
the early outcomes are shared below.

Enhanced capacities of teaching and non-teaching staff in play way method using low cost 

material available at the local level and in the topics of ECD, and parenting.

Improved school readiness of 

children in 10 communities.

Pregnant women and mothers are 

confidently accessing the ICDS 

centres and there is an increase in 

the number of expectant mothers.

Increased attendance of children  

in 7 Anganwadis.

255 Parents and caregivers are 

able to create a better learning 

environment for their children.

Parents are not beating their children and are more involved, having child friendly attitude 

towards child rearing and well being.

Results and Outcomes
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Families are the primary institution for any 

child. Holistic Development and creative 

approaches have to be applied in the early 

child development on aspects of care, learning, 

safety, security and over allwel being. This 

amplifies and provides a stronger enabling 

environment for any child. Parents have to 

be aware and educated on creating a positive 

pathway that enables an overall learning and 

engaging environment for their children. The 

child is engaged in a learning by doing exercises, 

and experiences growth and is able to evolve 

progressive mind. Families must give ample 

time and always over see the key needs of the 

child are met, viz-a-viz having the ability to play 

and interact with their children. This is the gap 

area that requires much needed attention and 

is highlighted in ECCD. 

ii. Community Intervention on Early Childhood Care and Development( ECCD ) 

iii. Importance of Child Play and Parenting

VOICE Foundation has initiated a training to 

enhance capacities of parenting volunteers 

on ECCD, parenting and brain development 

through participatory methods. This has 

resulted in creating a better environment for 

the children and their families.  

VOICE Foundation has developed the training 

of ECCD having topics on understanding 

the concept of ECCD, Role and Effective 

Parenting, Brain development and Child Care 

Development. These are specifically tailored to 

meet the learning needs for the age group of 0 

to 2 years and 3 to 6 years.

Community level changes are also observed, 

which was made possible through the 

partnership of VOICE  with Hynudai Motors 

India Foundation.

This initiative allowed VOICE Foundation 

to identify 10 parenting volunteers in the 

project working villages to build  ECCD at 

the community level. List of parents having 

0 to 2-year-olds was enumerated through 

Anganwadis.  The training for parenting 

volunteers is a five day programme, organised 

by VOICE Foundation. 
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Results and Outcomes

The 10 motivated volunteers began to take parenting  and child 

development issues at the doorsteps of other parents in their 

area.

Attitudinal changes were noticed among the fathers and 

other family members in taking care of pregnant women and 

mothers.

Children are regularly visiting Anganwadis. Parents are taking 

interest and special attention is now given for their childrens’ 

development. The number of participants in Angawadis has 

increased. Parents are taking special interest in sending their

children.

Constituted 10 ECCD committees in Hyundai Motors India 

Foundation working villages to steer the ECCD activities with 

the support of community members.

Number of 
Parenting 
Volunteers 
identified

Number of 
Villages covered

Number of days 
of training given 

to parenting 
volunteer

Number 
of parents 
benefited

10 10 05 346

Parenting
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Voice from Parents

CLC are centers located within communities 

giving access to children to participate beyond 

school curriculum. These centers aim at 

introducing creative methodologies of learning, 

inculcating good practices, habits, enhance 

abilities and skills, nudge and strengthen inner 

talents of the children. Teachers encourage 

and engage the children in activities through 

creative exploration which has resulted in 

improving their motor and cognitive skills. 

VOICE Foundation has played a role to improve 

“ECCD workshops brought a new angleof parenting and this will help to 
develop future generation very healthy”.   -Jayalakshmi, Thandalam

“Now I understand that parenting involves every one starting from the 
father neighbours, elders and teachers, society plays a crucial role in 

it”. -Deepa, Irungattukottai

b. Creative Learning Centres (CLCs) 

the age-appropriate learning outcome of 

school-going children and to create free 

space for learning and opportunities to 

express himself/herself at home, schools, and 

communities.

VOICE Foundation has designed Training of 

Teachers on Creative methodologies in the 

subjects of Tamil, English, Maths curriculum. 

The content is very practical and stimulates 

creative thinking. This is a 2 day orientation 

programme for the CLC facilitators using 

local materials, and learned many science 

experiments. VOICE Foundation has also 

facilitated the learning of Math through games, 

play, and riddles. Creating curiosity by asking 

child friendly questions has allowed to inspire 

the children to take interest in learning. These 

details are captured in the below table.
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Learning assessment in all 10 CLCs helped to understand the following significant improvement 

attained by participating children.

Reading, writing, speaking abilities of 

children has increased.
Children explored their leadership 

skills, potential and talents.

Basic Life skills of children have 

increased and they have gained 

self-confidence to face day-to-day 

challenges.

The CLCs in 10 villages are function-

ing effectively on a regular basis. 

“I took many days of leave fearing about Maths. Now, after coming to CLC, all my wor-

ries about Maths were wiped out as I am learning it with interest and regularly going to 

school.  -Ram Kumar -Keevalur

“I was a shy girl and never participated in any event at my school. But after attending 

CLC, I got self-confidence and have been participating in all the events that are taking 

place in my school.” -Meena, Kattrambakkam

Training Curriculum 

Results and Outcomes

Voices from the Community

Importance of Listening, 
Speaking , Reading and 
Writing

How to learn andteach 
Math interestingly.

Air experiments to make 
rocket

Story telling in Tamil Teaching Math through 
games, play and riddles

Understanding about 
Strom

Creating Rhyming words in 
Tamil

How tocreate curiosity by 
asking child friendly ques-
tions?

Cycle of rain

Identifying Tamil letters 
through play way method

How to create inquisitive-
ness among the children.

Making sentences in Tamil

Composition skill in Tamil

TAMIL MATHS SCIENCE
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d. Multi-Dimensional Learning Space (MDLS)

MDLS is a during-school and after-school 

program that provides multi-dimensional 

learning opportunities for school children to 

explore, experiment, discover, and learn in 

multiple ways. The vision of schools as MDLS 

is to offer a wide variety of academic inputs 

and non-academic exposure to children so 

that they do well not only in studies but also 

learn about themselves, discovers their innate 

interests and abilities.

VOICE Foundation has established 3 MDLS 

(2 in primary schools and 1 in high school) in 

Kevlar, Thandalam and Katrambakkam villages, 

in partnership with Hyundai Motor India 

Foundation. VOICE Foundation believes that 

spaces such as MDLS can become an enabling 

environment for the children to become 

capable individuals having confidence, curious, 

inquiry and value themselves. It has benefited 

more than 225 students and 15 teachers every 

year.

Mr. KH KIM, Executive Director, Hyundai Motors In-

dia foundation, and Dr. Belinda Bennet, President of 

Voice Foundation inaugurated the 3rd MDLS center 

in Thandalam Village on 30th Nov’2017 to uphold the 

enthusiasm of the young minds.
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Training of Teachers on MDLS:  

To implement the MDLS concepts in an effective manner, VOICE Foundation organized a training 
program to all the nodal teachers.

The Inauguration of Multi-Dimensional Learning Space(MDLS) in Keevalur and Kaatrambakkam 

Schools was attended by Head – CSR, Hyundai Motors India foundation and the team, Head Mistress 

of Govt Middle and primary School, Keevalur and Kaatrambakkam, the dignitaries in the villages, 

students and the Voice Foundation team

List of Materials/Resources/Assets provided in each MDLS

240
books

5
Bookshelf 

1
White Board

1
Laptops

1
Home theatre 

1
Projectors

1
Sports materials

6
CDs/DVDs

1
Data Card 

1
Other materials

1
Printer

Methods of operationalizing MDLS concepts especially through multimedia 
kits using a projector and Audio-video aids,

Methods of functionalizing the library and monitoring the learnings of 
children.

The usage of internet for locating places, searching important places 
through google earth, periodical monitoring of the children, their skills and 
how to stimulate their skills.
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Training of Teachers on Creative Methodologies:

Talent Day celebration 

2nd Talent Day celebration was held on 16th Nov’ 2017at Keevalur Panchayat Union primary school. 

The combination of events was designed to empower the children through play way methods such 

as sports meet, balloon busting, biting murukku (the traditional snack), science experiments kids, 

drawing, fancy dress competitions etc encouraged all the students and realize their talents. 

Children’s Voices 

The Reading, writing, speaking abilities of 
children has increased

Leadership skills of children, inner potential 
and talents were explored

Basic Life skills of children increased and 
they have gained self-confidence to face 
day-to-day challenges

Have learnt different methodologies to cre-
ate interest among students

Have motivated to approach children and 
their skill in a new way

Have helped children to learn things by doing 
simple experiments

Teachers have gained new knowledge and 
have learnt new methods of 
teaching

STUDENTS TEACHERS

“I am happy, every day I come and see drawing and pictures in MDLS 
class room and I started reading books which are very interesting and 

colourful.” -Maheshwari, Kaatrambakkkam 

“Instead of reading we see visuals and we feel and enjoy the bigger screen 
and sound. It gives happy learning and easy to understand some complex 
concepts”. -Jothi, Keevalur
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WOMEN  
EMPOWERMENT
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Empowered women in every community are 

perceived to contribute to the holistic devel-

opment of the society, and her family she lives 

with. VOICE Foundation envisions women as 

their partners of development and chooses to 

work with them as messengers of knowledge 

sharing for community empowerment. 

VOICE Foundation has played a pivotal role in 

collaborating with local institutions for driving 

partnerships, especially with CSRs on wom-

en oriented initiatives like the Digital Literacy 

program in Tamil Nadu. Also, VOICE Foundation 

has played facilitated the implementation of 

Common Services Centers (CSCs) and has had 

awareness campaigns in the reporting period. 

a. Internet Saathi 

In partnership with Tata Trusts & Google 

Foundation Internet Saathi was initated  by 

VOICE Foundation,  a concept conceived and 

implemented in various part of Tamil Nadu, 

aimed to empower rural women through digital 

literacy.   A cadre of young women were trained 

as Internet Saathis

15 Districts Covered by Internet Saathi Pro-
gram in Tamil Nadu

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
TWO

Total Coverage

No: of Districts No: of Villages

15 4233
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Outcome
The digital literacy enabled most of the women to realize and has increased confidence, mobility, 

self-esteem and communication skills besides technology empowerment. Some of these women 

have initiated small scale businesses as their livelihoods. There are a total of 7 lakh women benefited 

during this reporting period.

Human Resources At The VF Level 

Human Resource And Capacity Building: Partners Level 

Promoting a cadre of young women as Internet Saathis

HR Approved at the Lead 
Partner (VF) level

HR Realized at the VF Level

5 
Regional 

coordinator

1 
Finance 
person

1 
Project 

lead
Recruited and trained 

1 Project lead
5  Regional 
coordinator

1  Finance person

Planned Target Achieved Target in Year 2018

1102 
young women 

as Internet 
Saathis

Identified and 

trained 1102 
Internet Saathis

Particulars

No of District Coordinators 15 15

No of Supervisors  41 41

No of finance person (partner GOs) 15 15

Total No of 
Units

No of Unit 
Achieved 
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b. Information Services through Common Services Centre 
(CSC)

Common Service Centres were established to facilitate access to government entitlement and 

schemes and different services using online platform by the communities living in Thandalam 

Village in Tamil nadu.  Rural women seek information from the community, usually through word 

of mouth on various services. There is a gap in receiving relevant information and does not support 

them in making informed decisions. The CSCs act as an information hub that creates opportunities 

for women to discuss and learn on services and entitlements provided by the government. This 

system, increases

access to information empowering women to carry forward entrepreneurial activities and gain 

more from the schemes given by the government.

VOICE Foundation trained 3 Panchayat Level Federation (PLF) members from Thandalam villageas 

as the care takers of the CSC center to serve the community members with all available services.

Services available in CSCs

Apply for social entitlements such 
as adhaar card, voter id card, old age 

pension, disability allowance, etc easily 
near their home.

.C2G Kiosk - Grievances, complaints, 
requests and suggestions

Rural Business Process Out sourcing 
[BPO] like project papers etc. for 
students in and around Thandalam

eGovernance & eServices - 
Transactions like Market [eKrishi] 
Information, Banking, Insurance, 
Travel, Post, eForms to request 
government services, payment of 
electricity bills, etc..Improved access to information on 

Health, Education, Agriculture, Human 
Resource Development, Employment, 

Fundamental Rights, Disaster Warnings, 
Right to Information Act. etc., to rural 

villagers.
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Training for Community Services Centre Staff 
VOICE Foundation provided training to 3 women who were selected from the Pachayat Women 

Federation. The training comprised of computer and online operations, and skill development on 

entrepreneurship. 

Inauguration Ceremony of Community Services 

Centres - Mr.Koo president of Hyundai Motors India 

foundation Inaugurated the CSC, Thandalam, , Dr. 

Belinda Bennet, President of Voice Foundation and 

other officials from Voice Foundationand the Block 

Development Officer, Assistant Block Development 

officer, 5 village panchayat Presidents, 5 Village 

panchayat Level women federation Presidents and 

members, Panchayat secretaries participated.
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Results and Outcomes

16,696 individuals people are able to access 

the basic entitlements like Aadhar card, Ra-

tion Card, Pan card and welfare schemes like 

old-age pensions (Thandalam).

School children have easy access to the inter-

net, which helps them in their project works

College students could access informa-

tion on their projects and applying for jobs 

through online.

Nearby Government Institutions and schools 

often use CSC for sending reports and taking 

printouts.

Women and village people are aware of the 

digital system after using CSC and their life 

made easy.

Day to day online services like recharging 

DTH, mobile and booking tickets are avail-

able.

With parental guidance, children have been 

downloading lessons and songs related to 

their subjects.

Women learn many things through online 

and are helping their children in their studies, 

which made them as proud mothers.

Women are confident and aware of the Gov-

ernment services, which helps them to fullfill 

their needs.
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c. Awareness Campaigns 

For social impact and understanding, awareness campaigns are the tools applied in the community 

by VOICE Foundation.  This year, in the districts of Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, forced child 

marriages, and menstrual hygiene were key campaigns organised by VOICE Foundation. 

Ending Early and Forced Child Marriages (EFM)  : Childs’ early and forced marriage is a 

human rights violation which puts girls at risk of violence and ill health, denies them the opportunity 

of growth and development and keeps them locked in a state of poverty. India has the highest 

number of child brides in the world. It is estimated that 27% of girls in India are married before their 

18th birthday which again pushes them in the secondary stratum in the society.  VOICE Foundation 

organised the campaigns in 2 states where in 62 partners and 120000 people from 10 districts of 

Andhra Pradesh and Telangana participated. Audio visual medium were used to share on the ill 

effects of early and forced child marriages in the community.

 Campaign on Menstrual Hygiene:   Both adolescence boys and girls scum to health issues 

and rarely recieve information on good practices to be adopted for their own well being. VOICE 

Foundation  organised campaigns on Health and Hygiene Training in partnership with Rajiv Gandhi 

National Institute for Youth Development (RGNIYD) and Hyundai Motors India Foundation in 4 

middle schools.

Social Work students from RGNIYD facilitated the training session on Basic Health and Hygiene 

practices using participatory methodology. The primary aim of this campaign is to create awareness 

and educate girls on the importance of personal & menstrual hygiene. The discussion followed 

cleared many of the doubts of children on menstrual hygiene and management of menstruation 

which was attended by 131 girls and 136 boys.
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WATER  
AND SANITATION
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Ensuring easy access to entitlements like clean water is identified as an important reduction 

of drudgery for women and children. By doing so, they can be engaged in much more productive 

work. 

VF in partnership with Hyundai Motors India Foundation was able to support 2500 families cov-

ering 15,000 individuals were able to access safe and portable drinking water. This project estab-

lished Community RO (Reverse Osmosis) plant in 5 panchayats of Sripeumbudur block caters safe 

and portable water to its communities.

WATER AND SANITATION THIRD
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Results and Outcome 
The installation of 5 RO plant has

Increased knowledge and understanding of community mem-

bers on proper management of drinking water facilities

Helped with improving and ease access to safe and potable 

drinking water for the community in 5 panchayats.

16,696 community members benefits access to safe drinking 

water from 5 RO plants 

The water management committee constituted in each of 

the 5 villages are linked with the Panchayat Level Federation 

for managing the RO and ensure its sustainability

Sense of ownership is established by making each family to 

contribute a minimum cost for water and is given with an 

ATM card to access safe drinking water.
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Working Partners

ANNEXURES

ANNEXURE  1
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ANNEXURE 2 
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR 2017 - 2018
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Nelson Towers 2nd Wing, 4th Floor, 

# 51, Nelson Manickam Road, Aminjikarai,  

Chennai 600 029, Tamil Nadu, India

Phone: +91-44-23745768

e-mail: voicefoundation.india@gmail.com

website: www. voicefoundation.org.in


